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S. Rep., No. 57, 33rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1854)
33d CONGRESS, 
lst Session. 
[SENATE.] REP~ CoM •. 
No. 57. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
JANUARY 23, 1854.-0rdered to be printed. 
Mr. F ooT made the following 
REPORT. 
[To accompany Bill S. 44.] 
The Committee on Public Lands to whom was referred the bill making a grant 
of public lands for the benefit qf the indigent insane in the several States, 
report : 
That they have had the same under consideration, and they propose 
an amendment, in the form of a substitute for the whole, in which they 
ask the concurrence of the Senate, and when so amended they recom-
mend the passage of the bill. 
The committee adopt the report of the Select Committee of the 
House of Representatives in 1850, upon the subject matter of this bill, 
and embracing the memorial of Mjss D. L. Dix. 
IN THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, AUGUST 8, 1850. 
The Seled Committee to whom was referred the memorial of Miss D. ~- Dix, 
praying for an appropriation of land for the relief of the insane, beg leave 
to report: 
That a careful consideration of the subject committed to them has 
resulted in their conviction that the prayer of the memoralist ought to 
be granted. 
The amelioration of the condition of the insane, that neglected and 
unfortunate class of our citizens, should be regarded as an object of the 
highest national concernment; and, in the opinion of your committee, 
there is no other mode than that suggested by the memoralist, by which 
Congress, withjn the clear limits of its constitutional power, can so pro-
perly and successfully contribute to that desideratum. 
But the memorial itself sets forth so ably and conclusively the main 
reasons which the committee would urge for its favorable consideration 
by the· House, that they deem an-elaborate report from themselves as 
wholly superfluous. They adopt unanimously, and with great satis~ac-
tion, that memorial as their own report, and bespeak for it the attent1_ve 
consideration to which its merits so justly entitle it. Nor is the memorial 
in any degree lessened in its importance by a consideration of the soured 
whence it comes. The memoralist, a lady, impelled by the purest an 
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noblest impubes, has d voteq. many wearisome years, the best -rort~on 
of her life, to the amelioration of the condition of our insane-bnn~! 
to her task, talents and abilities of the highest order,. sue? as wo 
have secured her distinction and fame in any vocation m hfe. W eu<l-
i~1g her way into every State i_n the Union, and over almost every P?rh 
t1on of each State, she has, with t:he devotedness of her sex, and "Vlt 
the firmness of purpose characteristic of the sternest of our own, soug t 
out the _condition, and in many cases the minute histo:y, of mo~~ thcl' 
_23,000 msane persons, seven-eighths of whom are entirely desti~ute 
· · d' ble to those advantages of situation and remedial treatment m ispensi f b 
the restoration of their reason. And she has embodied a mass O • 0 -
servations and facts concerning them which attest alike_ her labonoys 
zeal, her keen discriminati_on, and philosophic 1pind ; w~~le they suITil. 
to us, and to the country, mformat10n of the highest utility and v d 
The result of her labors is in the memorial now before the House, an 
which is made a part of this report. . 
The committee t>ropose for adopti?n the following r~solution_: L. 
_Resolve~, That five thousand copies of the memorial of Miss D, 
Dix be prmted for the use of the House. 
- And the committee report and recommend the passage of the ac-
companying bill. 
MEMORIAL OF MISS D. L. DIX. 
States in Con-
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There are, in proportion to numbers, more insane in cities than in 
large towns, and more insane in villages than among the same number 
of inhabitants dwelling in scattered settlements. . 
Wherever the intellect is most excited, and health lowest, there 1s an 
increase of insanity. This malady prevails most wide_ly, and illu~t~ates 
its _presence most commonly in mania, in those countries whose c1t1zens 
possess the largest civil and religious liberty; where, in effect, e"."ery 
individual, however obscure, is free to enter upon the race for the high-
est honors and most exalted stations; where the arena of competition 
is accessible to all who seek the distinctions which the acquisition and 
possession of wealth assures, and the respect accorded to high literary 
and scholastic attainments. Statesmen, politicians, and merchants are 
peculiarly liable to insanity. fo the United States, therefore, we be-
hold an illustration of my assertion. The kingdoms of Wes tern Europe, 
excepting Portugal, Spain, and the lesser islands dependent on Great 
Britain, rank next to this country in the rapid development of maniacal 
insanity. Sir Andrew Halliday, in a letter to Lord Seymour, states 
!hat the number of the insane in England has become more than tripled 
m the last twenty years. Russia in Europe, Turkey, and Hungary, 
together with most of the Asiatic and African countries, exhibit compara-
tively but little insanity. The same is remarked by travellers, especi-
ally by Humboldt, of a large part of South America. Thosp, tracts of 
North America inhabited by Indians, and the sections chiefly occupied 
by the negro race, produce comparatively very few examples. The 
eolored population is more liable to attacks of insanity than the negro. * 
This terrible malady, the_ source of indescribable miseries, does in-
crease, and must continue fearfully to increase, in this country, whose 
f:ee,. civil, and religious institutions create constantly various and mul-
~1plymg sources of mental excitement. Comparatively but little care 
1s given in cultivating the moral affections in proportion with the intel-
lectual development of the people. Here, as in other countries, forcible 
examples may be cited to show the mischiefs which result alike from 
religious,t civil, and revolutionary excitements. The Millerite delusions 
~rep8:red large numbers for our hospitals ; so, also, the great conflagra-
1:Ions m New-York, the Irish riots and firemen's mobs in Philadelphia; 
and the last Presidential election throughout the country levied heavily 
on the mental health of its citizens. 
* The Ethiopian American, habitually gay, lounging, and contented, is, as a general rule, 
constitutionally free from the solicitude, and anxiety for the future, which is so marked a 
characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon, the Celtic, and the Germanic races. 
t NOTE .-I wish to mark carefully the distinction between true religion and extravagant 
religious excitements. The one is the basis of every virtue, the source of every consolation 
under the trials and afflictions which beset the path of every one in the course of this mortal 
pilgrimage; while that morbid state which is created by want of calm, earnest meditation, 
and self-discipline, by excessive demands upon the physical strength, by protracted attend-
ance upon excited public assemblies, is ever to be deprecated. The followin~ statistics show 
how large a part of the patients, in some of our best hospitals, labor under what is-commonly 
termed religious insanity. I offer a pretty full list from the report, for 1843, of the Massa-
chusetts State Hospital, for the sake of comparison: number of years not recorded: 
Intemperance ....................................................... 239 
Ill health .••••...••••.•... • .. .. ..••..•.•••......•...••...••••...••.. 279 
Domestic afflictions .............................................. • . . . 179 
Religious .••••••••••••.•••...•••...•.•..•..•••••....•••••.•.••...• •· 1:g 
P~opertr ••••••..•.••••••.••••••••••.........••••..•• • • ·• • · · • ·• • • • · · 64 
D1sappo1nted affections •.•••...••••.•. • • • · · · ·· · • • • ·· • • • • ·· • • · • ·· · • • · · 
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Abroad, discontents in Scotland, civil and religious ; agitations. in 
Wales, social and civil; wide-spread disturbances in the manufactu!wg 
and agricultural districts of England ; tumultuous and riotous g~thenngs 
in Ireland-all have left abiding evidence of their mischievous mfluence 
upon the records of every hospital for the insane. France, too, unfolds 
a melancholy page of hospital history. Subsequent to the bloody r~vo-· 
lution which marked the close of the eighteenth century, the hospitals 
for the insane were thronged, showing that where the effect of .exalted 
Disappointed ambition. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . • • . . . . .. . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 33 
Epilepsy. . . . • . . . . .. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • . • .. • • • . • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . 45 
Puerperal. . • . • .. . . • • .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . • • • .. . . .. . • • . .. . • • • . 47 
Wounds on the head. . . . . .. . . • • .. . . . • .. . • • . .. • • . • .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Abuse of the use of snuff and tobacco. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Many cases are not recorded for two years previous to 1844. 
Dr. Woodward remarks, that "the coincidence of this table with the records of other 
institutions shows, conclusively, that if we have failed in ascertaining causes, we have fallen 
into a common error." 
Seven consecutive and valuable reports by Dr. Kirkbride, exhibit the following results . in 
the Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane. This is not, like the first referred to, a State m-
stitution, but has a class of patients from adjacent States, as well as its own State's insane. 
lt will be kept in mind, also, that more than 350 insane patients are in the Blockley alms-
house in the vicinity, of which no note is here made. 
In 1841-'42, admissions 299; of which 238 were residents of Pennsylvania, viz: 
Men. Women. 
Ill health of various kinds ................... ,. • • • 22 24 
Intemperance . . . . . .. . . • • .. . . • • .. . . . • .. . • • • . . . . • 20 
Loss of property. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
D:ead ~f pover~. . . . • .. . . • . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
D1sappomted a ections. . . • • .. . • • • .. • . . . .. . . • . . . 2 
Intense stndy. . . . . .. . . • • . . . . .. • . . • .. . . • • . . . . . . . 5 
Domestic difficulties............................ 1 
Fright at fires, &c.. . . . . . . .. . . • . .. . . . • .. . . . . . . . . 2 
Grief-loss of friends. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Intense application to business. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Religious excitement. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . • . • .. 8 
Want of employment........................... 9 
Use of opium ................................. . 
Use of tobacco................................. 2 
· Mental anxiety. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 


























In 1 42-'43; of 439 cases, there ~e:e, from _religious excitement, 12 men, 9 women-total 
21. In 1843- 44, of 59_2 cases, religious excitement produced of men 17, of women 11-
total 2 · In 1 44-'45, ID 769 cases, religious excitement in men 19, in women 16--total 35. 
1n 1 46, of 936 cases, of men were, through religious excitement, 22; of women,_ 2~-total 
4~. ~n 1847, of 1,196 cases recorded, 26 men, 24 women-total 50; through religious ex-
citement. 
_D~- Brigham's first annual report upon the New York State Hospital shows, of 276 ca e~ 
withm the fi'.. t year, there were, through religious excitement, of men 29, of women 21-
total 50; bes1?es 5 _men and 2 women (total 7) insane through "Millerism." 
f 40 P8;li~nts ID l_ 42, 57 became insane through ill health, 32 through intemperance? 5: 
th:ough rehgiou~ anxiety, 50 through trouble and disappointment and 55 through various 
minor causes. ' 
f 179 ca ·e · received at Bloomingdale in 1 42, 19 were from intemperance, 15 variolli-
cau e , 15 puerperal! 14 r_eligious excitement, 14 love, 13 trouble. 
~ 12~ ca~ received m ~ 42 <1;t '. taunton, Va., 33 were ill health, 20 intemperance, H 
rellgwus anxie~y 12 don:1e1:1t1c affi1ct1ons, 10 pecuniary troubles . . 
Of J ,247 pat1ent_s r ce1ved a.t the Hartford Retreat, 103 became insane: through mte~per-
an~e, 17 through ill health, JJO through religious anxiety, 65 through trouble and d1 ap-
pointment, 46 puerperal. 
Irrelig!o~, and tho abuse of religion arc frequently the ciLu e of in anity and . uicide. 
Pure rel1g1011, more than any other power tends to arrest and assi t to cure in amty. 
this fact there i constant evidence and illu tration abroad in society and within the limits 
every well organized a8ylum. ' 
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mental excitement failed to produce insanity in the parents, it was de-
veloped in the children, and children's children-a fearful legacy, and 
sure ! · 
The political disturbances which convulsed Canada, several years 
since, were followed by like results. 
In law, idiots are ranked with the insane. I have remarked, through-
out our country, several prevailing causes of organic idiocy ; of these 
the most common, and the most surely traced, is intemperance of pa-
rents, and the :rp.arriage and intermarriage of near relatives and kindred. 
Abounding examples exist on every side throughout the land. 
In calculating the statistics of mental aberration, from the best au-
thorities, it is found impossible to arrive at exactly correct results ; ap-
proximation to facts is all that can be attained. 
There is less maniacal insanity in the southern than in the northern 
~tates, for which disparity various causes may be assigned. Two lead-
mg causes, obvious to every mind, is the much larger amount of negro 
population, and the much less influx of foreigners, in the former than in 
the latter. While the tide of immigration sets towards the north Atlantic 
States with almost overwhelming force, one cannot witness the fact 
and not note its sequence. 
Our hospitals for the insane are already receiving a vast population 
of uneducated foreigners; and most of these, who become the subjects 
of insanity, present the most difficult and hopeless, because the least 
curable cases. Take for example ~he following records, which are 
gathered from the city hospitals for the insane poor, passing by for the 
present all the State and general hospitals. 
I:1 1846, the Boston City Hospital for the insane poor received 169 
patients; 90 of which were foreigners, 35 natives of other States, and 
44 alone residents of the city. Of the 90 foreigners, 70 were Irish. 
Th~ New York City Hospital for the insane poor on Blackwell's island, 
which went into operation in 1839, had, in the autumn of 1843, about 
3~0 patients. Of 284 admitted the following year, 176 were foreigners, 
viz : 112 Irish, 21 English, 27 Germans ; and besides these were 38 
natives of New York. On the first of January, 1846, there were in 
the institution 356 patients; of whom 226 were foreigners. In January, 
184 7, there were 410 insane patients, 328 of whom were foreigners. 
The cost to the city of supporting this institution, in 1846, was $24,-
179 67. . 
In the Philadelphia Poorhouse Hospital, at Blockley, there were re-
ceived in one year 395 insane patients ; at the present time there ai:e 
actually resident there 350 idiots, epileptics, and insane. At the Balti-
more city almshouse, there are at the present time more than 85 indi-
viduals in various stages of insanity, the whole number of inmates re-
ported being 1,726 ; of whom 873 are Americans, and 853 Europeans. 
In the Charity Hospital at New Orleans, in 1845-'46, were above 73 
insane; in 1847-'48 there were above 80, chiefly foreigners, and pre .. 
senting mostly chronic cases. The whole number of patients received 
at this institution the past year was 8,044; of these, 1,773 were Amer-
icans by birth, 6,150 were foreigners, and 121 were not recorded. 44-
The report of the Commercial Hospital at Cincinnati shows, for 18 f 
'45; that of 1,579 patients, 85 were insane and idiotic. The report 0 
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1846 exhibits the following summary: ''0[ 2,028 patients, 102 were in-
sane." The last returns show yet an increase of this affiicted _class, 
notwithstanding the enlarged accommodations in the State Hospital at 
Columbus, and the new buildings for the insane at the excellent. asylum 
for persons in necessitous circumstances in the same city. I might ~d-
duce additional records, but believe the above are sufficient to establish 
the correctness of my position. . 
Allowing at the present time 22,000,000 inhabitants in the Umted 
States, (which is below the estimated number,) and supposing only one 
in every thousand to be insane or idiotic, we have then 22,000 to take 
charge of; a majority of whom are in needy or necessitous circum-
stances. Present hospital provision relieves (if we do not include those 
institutions not considered remedial) less than 3,700 patients. . Where are 
the remainder, and what is their condition? More than 18,000 are un-
suitably placed in private dwellings, in jails, in poorhouses and other 
often most wretched habitations. 
Dr. Kirkbride, who has carefully reviewed this suqject, writes as fol-
l?ws : "In regard to whole numbers, my · own inquires lead me to be-
lieve that one in every · six or seven hundred inhabitants \vould be ~ 
nearer approximation to correct estimate than one in every thou.sand, 
which has heretofore been assumed as the common rule." According 
to t_he latest parliamentary returns taken with the report of the Metro-
pol~tan Co1:3missioners on Lunacy, which give the numbers of all cla_sses 
of m_sane m the hospitals of England and Wales, it is ascertamed 
that m these two countries " there is one insane pauper to. every one 
thousand inhabitants alone." 
. The liability of communities to insanity should not, I suppose, be ~s-
timated by the number of exi.sting cases at _any one time·; for insaruty 
does not usually hasten the termination of life. Take for example 
Massa~hu. ett .' New York, ~n~ Virginia, where a.re found so large_ num-
ber~ of stablished long-existmg cases. These are counted agam and 
~g~~' eve~y year, c_v_ery five, or every ten years. A fairer test of the 
~iabihty of c?mm~mties to insanity is to be found in the occurring cases 
m corresponding green periods . 
. Th~r: ar twenty State ho ·pitals, besi<les several incorporated ~os-
pitals, for the treatm nt of the insane, in nineteen States of the Umon, 
Virginia alone having two government institutions of State and incor-
porated hospitals. The followino- is a correct list, omitting several 
mall st?,bli hm nt conducted by
0 
private individuals, and several pret-
ty xten we -poorhouse and prison departments, which cannot pr?per~y 
be cla~: ·d w1~t1 reaularly ora,mized ho ,pitals, being rn~ually deficient ill 
r m dwl :tpplianc "' ' 
Th fivt ho. pital for th' in:an in the United States was establi bed 
in J?hila 1 lphi~, c1: a _<l. partment of th P 1111 Hospital, in the year 1752. 
Thi ha., b n trnn frrrC' l to a fin di tri ·t near the villao-e of Mantua, 
in th vi inity ?f . hil~ d lphi~, :·in·. 1 32: number of p~tients 188. 
. The ~ ond_ rn~t1tnt10n r c i ~~ m ,an patient , and the fir t exclu-
s1v ly for their u , wa: at illiam. burn-, Virginia, in 1773: number 
of patients 164. 
The third wa · th Friend ' H ,pital, at Frankfort, n ar Philadephia 
in 1817: number f pati nt 95. 
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The next was the McLean Hospital, at Charlestown, (now Somer-
ville,) in Massachusetts, 1818. This valuable institution is second to 
none in America. Number of patients 180. . 
Bloomingdale Hospital, near the city of N~w York~ was estabhsh~d 
in 1821; number of patients 145: South Carolina Hospital, at Columbrnt 
in 1822; number of patients 74: Connecticut Hospital at Hartford, 
patients 122: and Kentucky Hospital at Lexington, patients 247, in 
1824. 
In 1845-'46, the legislature of Kentucky passed a bill to establish a 
second State institution in the Green River country . 
. Virginia Western Hospital was opened at Staunton in 1828; number 
of patients 217. Massachusetts State Hospital, at Worcester, was 
opened in 1833, and enlarged in 1843; it has 370 patients. Maryland 
Hospital, at Baltimore, was founded in 1834; it has the present year 
109 patients. Vermont State Hospital, at Brattleborough, was opened for 
patients in 1837, and enlarged in 1846-' 4 7; it has at present 320 patients. 
New York City Hospital for the poor, on Blackwell's island,· was 
occ?pied in 1838; it is now being considorably enlarged: above 400 
patients. 
The grand jury this month (June, 1848) have made the following 
presentment in relation t9 the Blackwell's island hospital for the insane 
poor: "We found no less than 425 afflicted children of humanitv suffer-
ing under the most terrible of all privations, and, we observed wi,th regret, 
less G;dequately cared for than their situation and the dictates c!f hu,manity 
require." . 
The same document places before the public the concurrent testimony 
of Drs. Macdonald, Williams, and Ogden, who in a clear and true 
report _show that " the accommodations for the insane poor of New 
York city are at present inadequate and miserable ; and the imperfect 
manne~ of_their treatment is such as to be a disgrace to the city, which 
otherwise is deservedly famed for its liberal benevolent institutions. In 
the _present state of affairs it is useless to attempt the recovery of any 
patients here.'' 
The same remark holds good of the department for the insane con-
nected with the Commercial Hospital in Cincinnati. 
. W ell organized hospitals are the only fit places of residence for the 
msane of all classes ; m-conducted institutions are worse than none at 
all. The New York City Hospital for the insane, and the State hospi-
tals of Georgia and Tennessee, cannot take present respectable rank 
as curative or comfortable hospitals. 
T ennessee State Hospital, at Nash ville, was opened in 1839. Accord-
ing to an act of the legislature the present year, this hospital is to be 
replaced by one of capacity to receive 250 patients. In the old hospi-
tal are sixty-four patients. Boston City Hospital for the indigent, which 
has 150 patients, and Ohio State Hospital, at Columbus, were severally 
opened in 1839. The latter has been considerably enlarged, and has 
now 329 patients. Maine State Hospital, at Augusta, 1840; patients 
130. New Hampshire State Hospital, at Concord, was opened m 1842, 
and has 100 patients. New York State Hospital, at Utica, was estab-
lished in 1843, and has since been largely extended, and has 600 
patients, Mount Hope Hospital, near Baltimore, 1~'45; has seventy 
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·two insane patients. Georgia has an institution for the insane at ~ ill-
edge;ville, and at present 128 patients. Rhode Island State Hospital 
opeFied, under the able direction of Dr. Ray! early in 1848 .. New 
Jersey State Hospital, at Trenton, 1848. Indiana State Hos:pit~l, at 
Indianapolis, will be opened in 1848. State Hospital of Illm01s, at 
Jacksonville, will be occupied before 1849. The Louisiana State Hos-
pital will be occupied perhaps within a year. . 
I repeat that these institutions, liberally sustained, as are most of 
them, cannot accommodate the insane population of the United States 
who require prompt remedial care. 
It may be suggested that though hospital treatment is expedient, per-
haps it may. not be absolutely necessary, especially for vast num~ers 
-whose condition may be considered irrecoverable, and in whom the nght 
·exerc_ise of the reasoning faculties may be looked upon as past hope. 
Rather than enter upon a philosophical and abstract argument to prove 
the contrary to be the facts, I will ask permission to spread before you 
a few statements gathered, without special selection, from a . mas~ of 
records made from existing. cases, sought out and noted dunng eight 
years of sad, patient, deliberate investigation. To assure accuracy, 
establish facts beyond controversy, and procure, so far as possible, tem-
porary or permanent relief, more than sixty thousand miles have b~en 
traversed, and no time or labor spared. which fidelity to this imperauve 
and grievous vocation demanded. The only States as yet unvisited 
are North Carolina, Florida, and Texas. From each of these, however, 
I have had communications which clearly prove that the conditions of 
the indigent insane differ in no essential degree from those of other 
States. 
I have myself seen more than nine thousand idiots, epileptics, and iwane,_ 
in_ these United States, destitute of appropriate care and protection; and of 
this vast and most miserable company, sought out in jails, in poor-houses, 
and in private dwellings, there have been hundreds, nay, rather thousands, 
bound with galling chains, bowed beneath fetters and heavy iron balls, 
attached to drag-chains, lacerated with ropes, scourged with rods, and 
terr~fied ben~ath storms of profane execrations and cruel blows ; now 
subject to gibes, and corn, and torturjng tricks-now abandoned to 
the most loathnome necessities, or subject to the vilest and most outra-
geous viola~ions. Thes are strong terms, but language fails to con~ey 
the astoundmg truths. I proceed to verify this assertion, commencmg 
~ith_ the State of Maine. I will be ready to specify the to,vns and 
distncts where each example quoted did exist, or exist still. 
In B., a furious maniac confined in the jail; case doubtful from iong 
delay in r moving to an hospital; a heap of filthy straw in one comer 
r~e~ for a b d; food wa. introduced through a small aperture, cal!ed 
a lit m th wall, through which also was the sole source of ventilation 
and av nu . £ r light. 
N ar C., a man for 'V ral y ar in a narrow filthy pen, hain d · 
condition loathsom in th xtr me. 
In A., in ane man in a. mall damp room in the j ail; greatly excited; 
had been confin many Y ar ; dunng his paroxysms, which w re aa-
gravated by ev ry mann_ r f n glect, xcept w ant of food, he had tor_n 
out his eyes, lac rat d hi fac , ch st, and arms, _. eriously injured ru 
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limbs, and was in a state most shocking to behold. In P., nine very 
insane men and woman in the poor-house, all exrosed to ne_glect and 
every species of injudicious treatment ; several chamed, some m pens ~r 
.stalls in the barn, and treated less kindly than the brute beasts m their 
vicinity. At C., four furiously crazy ; ill-treated, through_ the ign01~ance· 
of those who held them in charge. Forty-seven cases m the 1mddle 
district, either scattered in poor-houses, jails, or in private families, and' 
all inappropriately treated in every respect; many chained, some bearing 
the marks of injuries self-inflicted, and many of injuries received from 
others. In New Hampshire, on the opening of the hospital for the re-
ception of patients, in 1842, many were removed from cages, small un-
ventilated cells in poor-houses, private houses, and from the dungeons--
of countyjails. Many of these were bound with cords, or confined 
with chains; some bore the marks of severe usage by blows and stripes. 
They were neglected and filthy, and some who yet remain in remote 
parts of the State, through exposure to cold in inclement seasons, have 
· been badly frozen, so as to be maimed for life. Details in many cases-
will not bear recital. 
In New Hampshire, a ~ommittee of the legislature was named in 1832,. 
whose duty it was to collect and report statistics of the.insane. Returns--
were received from only one hundred and forty-one towns : in these 
were returned the names of one hundred and eighty-nine persons bereft of 
their reason, and incapable of taking care of themselves ; ninety men 
and ninety-nine women. The number confined was seventy-six, twenty-· 
five of whom were in private houses, seven in cells and cages, six in 
chains and irons, and four in the jails. Of the number at liberty, many 
had, at various times, been confined. Many of the facts represented by 
this committee are too horrible to repeat, and would lead many to the 
belief that they could not be correct, were they not so undeniably -
authenticated. The_ committee remark that from many towns no re-
turns had been made, and conclude their report ,vith the declaration 
"that they could not douibt that the numbers of the insane greatly ex-
ceeded the estimates rendered." 
Where \Vere these insane? " Some were in cells or cages ; some in 
out-buildings. garrets, or cellars ; some in county jails, shut up with 
felons and criminals; some in almshouses, in brick cells, never warmed 
by fire, nor lighted by the rays of the sun." The facts presented to this 
committee not only exhibit severe unnecessary suffering, but utter ne-
glect, and in many cases actual barbarity. 
Most of the cases reported, I could authenticate from direct investiga-
tion. One very insane woman was confined all winter in a jail without 
fire ; and from the severity of the cold, and her fixed posture, her feet 
were so much injured that it was deemed necessm·y to amputate them 
at the ankle, which was accordingly done. 
"Another female was confined in a garret, where from the lowness-
of the roof, and the restrained position, she grew double, and is nm~ 
obliged to walk with her hands, as well as her feet, upon the floor." I 
recollect eight cases corresponding with this, produced from simi.lar 
causes, in other States. A man was confined in a cellar for many years 
without clothing, and couching in a heap of wet straw, which was from 
time to time renewed ; another in a similar condition is chained in an 
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out-buildi~g; another is at this time (1846) chained to the floor in an 
out-building, glad to pick the bones thrown into his kennel, like a beast: 
one with sufficient property, and formerly correct in life, active and 
happy. This case was reported to the committee in 1832, who, sum-
ming up their report, state, that "in the extremity of disease, the maniac 
is withdrawn from observation, and is forgotten. His voice, in his rav-
ing, grates not upon the ear of the happy. They who have the_ cust?dy 
of the wretched being are too prone to forget their duty, and his claims 
upon them for kindness and forbearance. Their sympathy is exhausted 
and their kindness becomes blunted by familiarity with misery. They 
give up the feelings of the friend for the apathy of the jailer:" . They 
adopt a common error, that the maniac is insensible to suffermg; th~t 
he is incurable ; · and therefore there is no use in rendering the cares his 
situation demands. 
A committee reported (in 1836) to the legislature of New-Hampshire, 
that their whole number of returns was 312: the number of towns re-
turned havjng insane, was 141; the whole number of inhabitants in all 
the towns returned, was 193,569. The number returned as confined, 
including all in cages, jails, close rooms, by chains and hand-cuffs, &c., 
was 81. From these statistics, carefully collected, it appears that one 
·in every six hundred and twenty is insane. The committee of 183_6 con-
cl~de their report as follows : ''Neither the time nor the oc?as10n. re-
quires us to allude to instances of the aggravated and almost mcredible 
suffering of the insane poor which have come to our knowledge. We 
are con_vinced that the legislature require no high-wrought picture_s ?f 
the _vanous gradations of intense misery to which the pauper lunatic 1s 
subjected; extendtng from his incarceration in the cold, narrow, sunless, 
and _firel~ss cell of the almshouse, to the scarcely more humane mode of 
'selli~g him at auction,' as it is called, by which he falls into the h~nds, 
and 1s exposed to the tender mercies, of the most worthless of society, 
who al~ne could be excited by cupidity to such a revolting charge. 
Suffice 1t on this point, your committee are satisfied that the' horrors of 
the present condition of the insane poor of New Hampshire are far from 
having been exaggerated; and of course they find great unwillingne s 
on the part of those having charge of them to render correct accounts, 
or to have these repeated to the public." 
. The repor! of the nine trustees for the hospital, for 184 7, states, that 
from authe1:t1c sources they are informed that " in eight of the t':enty-_ 
four town: m Merrimack county, having an aggregate populat10n oi 
twelv thou. and, there are eighteen insane paupers; part supported 
upon th town farms, and part set 'ltp and bid ojf at auction from year to 
year, to oe kept and maintained by the lowest bidder." According to the 
data afford d above, there mu t be in the tate several hundred in ane 
upport don th poor-farm., or put up at auction, annually. 
In . V rmont, ~he same n gl cts, ignorance, and sometimes brutal 
v nty, I to liker u~t . Dr. Rockwell, his assistant physicians, and 
th whol corp. of ho p1tal nur ' . , b ar accordant testimony to the uf-. 
fering~ of pati nt formerly brought to that institution from all part t 
the tat ; and many ev n n w arrive und r circumstances the mo t :e-
volting and hocking, subj ct t th rou(Yhest treatment or the mo t m-
excusable and extrem neglect . 
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I have seen many of these afflicted persons, 1;1-en of hardy fr~me~ and 
women of great capacity for endurance, bowea and wasted till almost 
all trace of humanity was lost in grovelling habits, and injuries through 
severities and privations, which those cannot comprehend who have 
never witnessed similar cases of misery. 
Not many counties, if indeed any towns or parishes, b~t have their 
own tales of various wo, illustrated in the miseries of the msane. 
In the eighth annual report of the Vermont hospital for 1844, is the fol-
lowing record, which being a repetition in fact, if not almost literal expres-
sion of my own notes, I adopt in preference : " One case was brought to 
the hospital four and a half years ago, of a man who had been insane 
more than twelve years. During the four years previous to his admis-
sion he had not worn any article of clothing, and had been caged in _a 
cellar, without feeling the influence of a fire. A nest of straw was his 
only bed and covering. He was so violent that his keeper thought it 
necessary to cause an iron ring to be riveted about his neck, so that they• 
could hold him when they changed his bed of straw. In this miserable 
condition he was taken from the cellar and conveyed to the hospital. 
The ring was at once removed from his neck. He has worn clothing, 
has been furnished with a corrifortabe bed, and has come to the table, 
using a knife and fork ever since he was admitted. He is most of the 
time pleasantly and usefully employed about the institution." Anothe:i; 
man, insane for twenty-four years, for the last six years had worn no 
clothing, and had been furnished with no bed except loose straw. He 
had become regardless of everything that was decent. In less than 
three months after his admission, he so improved that he wore c othing 
constantly, kept his bed and room neat, and worked on the farm daily. 
. " Another man, insane more than thirty years, was sold to the l{YU)est 
bidder. For many years he was caged, and had his foet frozen so that 
he lost his toes, and endured cruel sufferings which no person in a, 
natural state could have supported. He was five months in the hospi-
tal, wore his clothing, was furnished with a comfortable bed, and sat at 
t~ble with other patients. He was a printer by trade, and for a long 
time employed himself in setting up type for the newspaper printed at 
this institution." 
" Another patient, a woman 61 years of age, was ta.ken to the hospi-
tal. She had been confined for several years in a half subterranean 
cage, &c., which was nothing other than a cave excavated in the side 
of a hill near the house, and straw thrown in for a bed; no warmth was 
admitted save what the changing seasons supplied. Her condition in 
all respects was neglected and horrible in the extreme." 
Examples here, as in every State of the Union, might be multiplied of 
the insane caged and chained, confined in garrets, cellars, corn-houses, 
and other out-buildings, until their extremities were seized by the frost, 
and their sufferings augmented by extreme torturing pain. 
In all the States ,vhere the cold of winter is sufficient to cause freezing 
of the human frame by exposure, I have found many mutilated insane, 
deprived either of the hands or the feet, and sometimes of both. 
In Massachusetts we trace repetition of like circumstances. In the 
fifth annual report of the State hospital it is stated that "many patients 
have been received into the institution who have been badly frozen; 
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some in such manner as to have lost their limbs-others a part of 
them.'' " Within a week from the date of this report a man was sent 
who had been confined three years in a cage, where he had been 
repeatedly badly frozen; and in the late severe weather so much .so 
that his extremities were actually in a state of mortification when he 
arrived. He survived but two davs." 
In 1841 and 1842 I traced pers~nally the condition of more t~an five_ 
hundred insane men and women in Massachusetts wholly destitute of 
appropriate care. In one county jail alone there were twenty-eight,. 
more than half of whom were furious maniacs. In another jail, in an 
adjoining county, were twenty-two neglected creatures. It was to this 
jail-just presented by the grand jury as a nuisance, a place totally unfit 
for even temporary use-that a female patient was hastily removed 
from the poor-house of D--, in order, as was said, that she might be 
more comfortable-in reality to evade and avoid searching investiga-
tions entered upon by strong authority. 
Said the keeper of one county prison, in which were many insane, 
committed " not for crime or misdemeanor," but for safekeeping, or 
because dangerous to be at large, and in default of sufficient -hospital 
provision for the same, "My prison resembles more the infernal regions 
than any place on the earth ! " Almost without jnterval might be heard 
furious exclamations, blasphemous language, and the wildest ravings, 
h_?wls and shrieks. In three towns of one county alone (Essex) Ifound 
sixty neglected cases. The returns of 1842 exhibited an aggregate of 
one hundred and thirty-five in that county. On the 24th of December, 
~he th . mometer below zer_o, I visited a poor-house ; found 01:e of the 
ms8:Ile mmates, a woman, 111 a small apartment entirely unfurmshed: no 
charr, table, nor bed-neither bundle of straw nor a lock of hay. The 
cold was intense. On the bare floor crouched the wretched occupant 
of this dreary place, her limbs contracted, the chin resting immovably 
upon her knees: she shuddered convulsively, and drew, as well as she 
w_as able, more closely ~bout her the fragments of garments ~~ich con-
stituted her sole protect10n against unfit exposure and the bitmg cold. 
But the attendant, as I passed out from this den, remarked that they 
used "to throw some blankets over her at niaht." 
Inquiring my way to another almshouse 
0
which I had heard w·as 
greatly neglected, I was shown the road, and told that there were 
plenty of insane and idiot people there." "Well taken cam of?" I 
~sked. "Well enough for such ·ort of creatures." "Any violen~ly 
msane I" "Ye~ ; my sister's son is there-a real tjrrer: I kept bjm 
awhile, but it was too much trouble · so I carried him 
O 
there." " I he 
comfortably provided for?" "Well ;nough." " Has he decent clothe ? 
"Good enough." "And food?" "Good enough-good enough." "On 
word m re : ha h the comfort of a fire?" " Fire, indeed, fire ! What 
do a crazy man want of fire? he'. hot enough-hot enouah ,-rithou 
fire!" 
At another p orhou. I found three confined in ::itall , in an out-
building . The ici itude" which had marked the life o( one of the~e 
desolate being_ w re ingular, and _m~y bring instruction to tho w~o:.e 
reason now '' 1s the strength of th ir hfo," but who are not exempt from 
this great calamnity. 
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H--belonged to a respectable family, possessed good abilities, and 
was well educated. He removed from I--, in Massachusetts, to 
Albany, N. Y., where for a considerable period he cond1;cted with abili_ty 
a popular newspaper. In time, he was elected senator m the ~tate legis-
lature, and was a judge in the court of errors. As a pu~hc man he 
was upright- and respected. Insanity was developed wlnle he fille_d 
public stations ; he was conveyed to the hospital at Worcester ; his 
property was consumed; and he was finally discharged as altogether 
incurable ; and being very violent most of the time, he was placed, 
"for safety," first in the jail at S--~ finally removed to that in I--, 
and thence transferred to the almhouse where I found him. He had 
even then periods of partial restoration to reason, so as to comprehend 
where he was, and how cared for: inhabiting an unfurnished, dreary, 
narrow stall, in a dreary building of an almshouse ! 
In a prison which I visited often was an idiot youth. He would fol-
lovv me from cell to cell with eager curiosity, and for a long time mani-
fested no appearance of thought. Cheerful expressions, a smile, fre-
quent small gifts, and encouragement to acquire some improved perso-
nal habits, at length seemed to light up his mind to a limited power of 
perception. He would claim his share in the distribution of books, 
though he could not read, examine them with delight, and preserve 
them with singular care. If I read from the Scriptures, he was rev~-
rentl y attentive; if I conversed, he listened earnestly, with half con-
scious aspect. One morning I passed more hurriedly than usual, and 
<lid not speak to him. "Me book! me book!" he exclaimed, eagerly 
thrusting his hand through the iron bars of the closed door of his cell. 
"Take this, and be careful," I said. Suddenly stooping, he seized 
the bread which had been brought for his breakfast, and pushing it ea-
gerly through the bars, he exclaimed, in more connected speech than 
was known before, "Here's bread, ain't you hungry?" How much 
might be done to deve~op even the minds of idiots, if we but knew how 
to touch the instrument with a skilful hand ! 
Attempts to cultivate the higher faculties of these creatures, seem-
ingly the merest animals, have been successfully adopted to a mode-
rate extent in France, Germany and Switzerland, and in the United 
States the subject has been discussed. Dr. Ray, of the Rhode Island 
hospital, not long since visited a school for idiots which has been esta-
bli heel at the Bicetre, near Paris. He writes, that "as early as the 
year 1828, F emes* made the first attempt in France to develop the 
powers of idiots; which attempt has resulted in the present school of 
Voisin, and which exhibits to the astonished spectator a triumph of 
perseverance and skill in the cause of humanity, that does infinite cre-
dit o the heart and understanding of that gentleman. This testimony 
i supported by Dr. Conolly, who, visiting the hospitals near Paris, 
said, "I was conducted to a school exclusively established for the im-
~- A small volume entitled "Essays upon Several Projects, by Daniel De Foe," London, 
1102, contains this remarkable passage : " The wisdom of Providence has not left us without 
examples of some of the most stupid natural idiots in the world who have been restored to 
their reason, infused after,a life of idiotism; perhaps, among other wise ends, to confote that 
'lordid supposition that idiots have no souls." 
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provement of these cases, and of the epileptic, and nothing more ex-
traordinary can well be imagined." Dr. Hayward, of Boston, who 
visited, last year, the schpols for idiots · above referred to, expresses 
the opinion that the great benefits to the unfortunate classes whose good 
they are designed to promote, can hardly be appreciated, and that no 
pains should be spared to establish similar institutions in the United 
States. 
I visited the poor-house in W--. In a cage built under a wood-
shed, fully exposed to all passers upon the public road, was a miser-
able insane man, partially enveloped in a torn coverlet. "My husband, " 
remarked the mistress of the house, " clears out the cage and puts in 
fresh straw once a week; but sometimes it's ha.rel work to master him. 
You see him now in his best estate ! " 
In the ac1jacent town, at the poorhouse, was a similar case ; only, if 
possible, more revolting, more excited, and more neglected. There were 
also other persons there in different stages of insanity. 
. In a county jail not distant was a man who had been confined in a 
close apartment for many years; a wreath of rags invested his body and 
his neck; he was filth in the extreme ; there was neither table, seat, nor 
bed; a heap of noxious straw defiled one corner of the room. 
One case more must suffice for this section: I would that no others 
could be adduced even more revolting than arc these so briefly referred 
to. In G--, distant from the poorhouse a few rods, was a small 
wooden building, constructed of plank, affording a single room; this 
was unfurnished, save with a bundle of straw. The occupant of this 
comfortless _abode was a young man, declared to be incurably insan~. 
He was cha.med, and could move but a little space to and fro ; the cham 
was connected to the floor by a heavy staple at one end-the oth~r 
was attached to an iron collar which invested his neck-the device, it 
seemed, of a former keeper. In summer the door was thrown open, 
-but during winter it was closed, and the room was in darkness. Some 
months after I saw this poor patient, and after several individuals also 
had witnessed his sufferings, the authorities who directed the affairs of the 
poorhouse reluctantly consented that he should be placed under the care 
o~ Dr. Bell. The man who was charged to convey the p~tient !he 
distance of ~ather rn_ore than forty miles, having bound and chamed him, 
(I have the 1mpress10n that, by the aid of a blacksmith, he was released 
at this ~ime froJ? _the torturing iron ring,) conveyed him as far as ~a.st 
Cambndge, arnvmg at dusk. Instead of proceeding with the patient 
at once to the hpspital, which was distant less than a mile, in Somer-
ville, he chained him for the night to a post in the stable. After break-
fast he was released and carried to the hospital in a state of much ex-
hau~tio1_1. Whi~e the careful attendants and humane physician were 
bu 1ed m rem vmg the strong bands which chafed his limbs, and lacer-
ate~ the flesh in m_any places, he continually endeavored to express his 
grat1tude-embracmg them, weeping, and exclaiming, "Good men! 
kind men ! Ah, good, kind men, keep me here." 
After som months of ~areful n1;1rsing, he was so much improved that 
strong hopes were ntertamed of his complete restoration. These were 
crushed by ~ absolu~e decision of the overseers of the poor, remand-
ing him to his old pnson. Remonstrance was im ffectual. The last 
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account stated an entire relapse, not only to the former state, but to a 
still more hopeless condition. He had become totally idiotic. . 
In November I visited the poorhouse in F--; weather severe for 
the season; no mode for warming the insane. I was conducted to an 
out~buildincr, so enclosed as to secure the closest solitude to the patient. 
He had bein returned from the hospital as incurable. He was said to 
be neither violent 11or dangerous, but shut up lest he should run away. 
The door was opened, disclosing a narrow, squalid, dark, unfurnished 
cell. In one corner was a heap of straw, in which the insane man was 
nestled. He raised himself slowly and advanced with unsteady steps. 
His look was calm and gentle. 
"Give me those books; Oh, give me those books!" he exclaimed, 
eagerly reaching his hands for some books I canied. "Do give them 
to me, do ! '' he exclaimed with kindling earnestness. '' You could not 
use them; it is dark with you here." "Oh, give them, do give them!" 
and he drew a little nearer, lowering his voice to a whisper: "Give 
them, and 1' ll pick a lwle in the plank, and let in some of God's light!" 
Just then the master arrived; he said that he proposed getting an iron 
collar and chain-then he could fasten him in the air sometimes outside. 
"I had," he added, "a counsin up in Vermont, crazy as a tiger cat ; I 
got a collar made for him. After this, I kept the poorhouse at Groton, 
and I fastened up a crazy man there: he was fast then. I mean to have 
one for this follow. I know how to manage ·your crazy men." 
In Connecticut, the estimated number of insane, nearly eight years 
since was 542 ; a number even then below the actual amount, and now 
very much below the true estimate. Of these not one-sixth were under 
hospital treatment five months since: in fact it is believed that not a 
ninth part will be found receiving suitable care. The sad case of 
Rubello is too well known to require repetition. The insane patients 
in M-- no longer drag their heavy chains abroad, when at labor 
laying stone walls, nor are they in other respects as much abused and 
abased as formerly. But no county is free from the reproach of having 
within its limits insane patients needing humane and judicious care. 
Of the most miserable neglects in thP. case of large numbers carried 
for successive years to the Hartford Retreat, Drs. Brigham, Woodward, 
and Butler can, even now, bear sad testimony; and to the observations 
of medical men may be added the evidence of that good man and true 
friend of sufferers, Rev. T. H. Gallaudet. 
Rhode Island has nearly or quite four hundred insane, idiots, and 
epileptics. About 90 recently are receiving the benefit of hospital care, 
under the enlightened administration of Dr. Ray. In no State, how-
ever, have I found more terrible examples of neglect and suffering, 
from abus<j or ignorance, than existed there in the year 1843, and some 
cases in 1845-'47. In the jails were many pining in narrow, damp, 
u~ventilated dungeons. In the poor-houses were many examples of 
misery and protracted distress. In private families these conditions 
were less frequent ; but the suffering, through ill-directed aims at secur-
ing the patients from escape, was, in many instances, equally revolting 
and shocking. Here, as in the five States first referred to, hundreds of 
special cases might be cited, did time permit. I offer but a s{ngle 
well-known example. 
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In the yard of a poorhouse in the soutl'iern part of the State, I was 
conducted by the mistress of the establishment to a small building con-
structed of plank ; the entrance into a small cell was through a narmw 
passage, bare and unlighted. The cell was destitute of every descrip-
tion of furniture, unless a block of wood could be called such ; arid on 
this was seated a woman-clothed, silent and sad. A small aperture, 
opening upon a dreary view, and this but a few inches square, alone 
admitted light and air. The inmate was quiet, and evidently not dan-
gerous in her propensities. In reply to my remonstrances in her behalf, 
the mistress said that she was directed to keep her always close; that 
otherwise she would run away, or pull up the flowers! "How is she 
warmed in winter?" I inquired. "Oh, we just heat a stone and give 
her," was the laconic reply. "Your other patient-where is he!" "You 
shall see; but stay outside till I get a lantern." Accustomed to explor-
ing cells and dungeons in the basements and cellars of poorhouses and 
prisons, I concluded that the insane man spoken of was confined in 
some such dark, damp retreat. Weary and oppressed, I leaned against 
an iron door wruch closed the sole entrance to a singular stone structure, 
much resembling a tomb; yet its use in the court-yard of the poorhouse 
was not apparent. Soon, low, smothered groans and moans reached 
me, as if from the buried alive. At this moment, the mistress ad-
vanced, with keys and a lantern. "He's here," said she, unlocking 
the strong, solid iron door. A step down, and short turn through a nar-
row passage to the right, brought us, after a few steps, to a second iron 
door, parallel to the first, and equally solid. In like manner, this wa .. 
unlocked and opened; but so terribly noxious was the poisonous air that 
immediately pervaded the passage, that a considerable time elapsed 
before I was able to return and remain long enough to investigate thi .. 
horrible den. Language is too weak to convey an idea of the scene 
pre ented. The candle was removed from the screen, and the :flicker-
ing rays partly illuminated a spectacle never to be forgotten. The place, 
when closed, had no source of light or of ventilation. It was about 
sev n feet by seven, and six and a half high. All, even the roof, was of 
tone. An iron frame, interlaced with rope, was the sole furniture. The 
place wa filthy, damp, and noisome ; and the inmate, the crazy man, the 
helpless and dependent creature .cast by the will of Providence on th 
car · and sympathies of his fellow-man-there he stood, near the door. 
motionless and silent; his tangled hair fell about his shoulders; his bar 
feet pressed the filthy, wet, stone floor; he was emaciated to a shado,v. 
ctiolated, and more resembled a disinterred corpse than any living 
·reature. ever have I looked upon an object so pitiable, so wo-struck, 
so imaging de pair. I took his hands, and endeavored to warm them 
by g ntlc friction. I spoke to him of release, of liberty, .of care and 
kincln ·..:. rotwithstandinO' the as. ertions of the mistress that h ,vou1cl 
kill me, I p r vered. A tear stole over the hollow cheek, but no wor~ 
an·w r d to my importunities; no other movement indicated con ciolli>-
nes of P. re =>ption o~· of ?nsibility. In movinO' a ]_jttle forw~d, I 
struck ag~n t om_etlun<r which returned a sharp metalic sound; 1t wa:-
a length of ox-cham, conn ct d to an iron rin<r which encircled a 1 !:! 
of the insane man. At on xtr mity, it was %inccl to what is term ZI 
a .·olid chain-nam ly, bars of iron 1 inche · or 2 feet lon<r, linke l 
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together, and at one end connected by a staple to the rock m:erhead. 
"My husband,'" said the mistress, "in winter, rakes out sometimes, of 
a morning, half a bushel of frost, and yet he never freezes"-ref~rring to 
the oppressed and life-stricken maniac before us. " Sometimes he 
screams dreadfully," she added; " and that is the reason we had the 
double wall, and two doors in place of one: his cries disturbed us in 
the house!" "How long has he been here?" "Oh, above three years; 
but then he was kept a long while in a cage first: b:ut o~ce he bro.ke 
his chains and the bars, and escaped ; so we had this bmlt, where he 
can't get off." Get off! No, indeed; as well might the buried dead 
break through the sealed gates of the tomb, or upheave the mass of 
binding earth from the trodden soil of the deep grave. I forbear com-
ment. Many perso11s, after my investigations here, visited this momu-
ment of the utter insensibility and ignorance of the community at whose 
expense it was raised. Brutal, wilfully cruel, I will not call them, 
black as is the case, and fatal as were the results of the-ir care! But 
God forbid that such another example of suffering should ever exist to 
be recorded. 
New York, according to the census of 1840, had 2,340 idiots and in-
sane. I am convinced that this estimate was below the certain number 
by many hundreds. In 1841, the Secretary of State reported 803 sup-
ported at public charge. In 1842, the trustees of poorhouses estimated 
the number of insane poor then confined in the jails and poorhouses at 
1,430. In 1843, I traversed every county in the State, visiting every 
poorhouse and prison, and the insane in many private families. The 
hospital for the insane at Utica was opened in January, 1843, and during 
the year received 276 patients-all, with the exception of six, being re-
sidents of the State of New-York. On Blackwell's island were above 
300 ; at Bloomingdale, more than 100 ; 26 were at Bellevue. Besides 
these, I found, chiefly in the poorhouses, more than 1,500 insane and 
idiots, 500 of whom were west of Cayuga bridge. In the poorhouse at 
Flatbush were 26 insane, not counting iruots; in that ofWhiteplains were 1 
30 insane; at Albany, between 30 and 40; at Ghent, 18; in Greene 
county, 46; in Washington county poorhouse, besides "simple, silly, 
and idiotic," 20 insane. Nearly every poorhouse in the State had, and 
still has, its "crazy house," "crazy cells," "crazy dungeons," or "crazy 
hall;" and in these, with rare exceptions, the inevitable troubles and 
miseries of the insane are sorely aggravated. 
At A--. , in the cell first opened, was a madman. The fierce com-
mand of his keeper brought him to the door-a hideous object: matted 
locks ; an unshorn beard; a wild, wan countenance, disfigured by vilest 
uncleanness ; in a state of nudity, save the irritating incrustations derived 
from that dungeon, reeking with loathsome filth. There, without light, 
without pure air, without warmth, without cleansing, absolutely destitute 
of everything securing comfort or decency, was a human being-for-
lorn, abject, and disgusting, it is true, but not the less a human being-
nay, more, an immortal being, though the mind was fallen in ruins, .and 
the soul was clothed in darkness. And who was he-this neglected, 
brutalized wretch? A burglar, a murderer, a miscreant, who, for base, . 
foul crimes, had been condemned, by the justice of outraged laws and 
the r~ghteous indignation of his fellow-men, to expiate offences by ex-, 
2 
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clusion from his race, by privations and sufferings extreme, yet not ex-
ceeding the measure and enormity of his misdeeds? No; this was no 
doomed criminal, festering in filth, wearing wearily out the warp of life 
in dreariest solitude and darkness. No, this was no criminal-" only a 
crazy man." How, in the touching language of Scripture, could he 
have said : " My brethren are far from me, and mine acquaintance are 
verily estranO'ed from me: my kinsfolk have failed, and my familiar 
friends have forgotten me: my bone cleaveth unto my skin and my 
flesh. Have pity upon me, have pity upon me, for the hand of God 
hath touched me." 
I turned from this sickening scene only to witness another yet more 
pitiable. In the far corner of a damp, dark dungeon on the right was 
a human creatme-" a woman clreadfi.11 bad," said the attendant, ,vho 
summoned her in harsh tones to "come out :" but she only moved fee-
bly amidst the decaying mass of straw, uttering low moans and cries, 
expressive both of physical pain and mental anguish. There she lay, 
seemingly powerless to rise. She, too, was unclothed; and in this dun-
geon, alone, in ,vant, and pain, and misery ; no pure air, no pleasant 
light, no frieudly hand to chafe the aching limbs, no kind voice to raise 
and cheer, she dragged out a troubled existence. I know nothing of her 
history; whether forsaken by able kindred, or reluctantly given over to 
public charity by indigent parents, or taken in, a wandering, cleme~!ed 
creature. I only know that I found and left her reduced to a condit10n 
upon which not one who reads this page could look but with unmitigated 
honor. Do you turn with inexpressible disgust from these details? It 
is worse to witness the reality. Is your refinement shocked by the~e 
stat~ment '! There is but one remedy : the multiplication of well o~-
gamzed hospitals ; and to this encl, creating increased means for their 
support. In the same poorhouse, in the "crazy cellar," were men 
chained to their beds, or prostrate on the ground, fettered, and painfully 
confined in every movement. There were women, too, in wretched. 
unventilated, crowded rooms, exhibiting every horrible scene their va-
rious degre · of insanity could create. 
In 1?--, the cells in the crazy cellar admitted neither light nor 
pur air. 
In T--, the cells for the insane men were in a shocking condition. 
In A--, were above twenty insane men and women in the poor-
house, mo tly confined wi,th chains and balls attached to fetters. "By 
adopting thi plan," said the master of the poorhouse, " I give them 
light and air, pr wnting their escape; otherwise I should have to 
keep th m alway. in the cell.~." A considerable number of women. 
mostly incurable., were "b hind the pickets," in an out-building: ther 
':a a pas ag , uffici ntly lighted and warmed, and of width for exer-
cISe. Th r wa:· no cla., ification ; the noisy and the uiet mutually 
vexed ach oth r .. One woman wa. re trained by a barbarou app3.:a-
tus to pr nt r n mg h r ·loth . : it consisted of an iron collar inve~tmu 
the throat, thr?ugh w~ ·h, at the point of closing in front, passed a ~all 
b~lt or bar, fron_i whi ·h . pend d. an iron triangle, the sides of whic~ 
might mea ur ixt n r 1ght n mches. To the corn rs of the hon-
zontal ide w r attach d iron wristlets; thus holding the hand confined. 
and as far apart a the I ngth of th ba. e line of th triangl . When 
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the hands and arms were suddenly elevated, pressure upon the apex of 
the triangle, near the point of connexion at the throat, produced a sense . 
of suffocation ; and why not certain strangulation, it was not easy to 
show. • 
Not distant from the poorhouse I fomid a woman in a private dwell-
ing, supported by two invalid sisters; she vrns in the highest state of 
phrensy, and nearly exhausted the patience of love in those who toiled 
laboriously for her and their own scanty maintenance. She had once 
been transferred to the poorhouse; but patience was never there exer-
cised in behalf of the unruly; and bearing the marks of harsh blows, 
she was taken again by her .sisters, to share "the little they could earn 
so long as they or she should live." 
In E--, the insane, as usual, were unfitly disposed 0£ To adopt 
the language of a neighboring farmer, "those clamp dreary cells were 
not fit for a dog to house in-much less for crazy folks .. " 
At R--, and 1\1--, and L--,. and B--, were repetitions of 
the like dismal cells-heavy chains and balls, and hopeless sufferings. 
After my visit at L--, I found one of the former inmates at the 
hospital in charge of Dr. Brigham. He bore upon his ankles the deep 
scars of fetters and chains, and upon his feet evidence of exposure to frost arid 
cold. 
In B--, several idiots occupied together a portion of a most com~ 
fortless establishmen,t. One gibbcri11g, senseless creature ,vas the mothet 
of an infant child. 
At A--, the most furious were in narrow cells, which were neither 
cleaned, ,varmed, nor ventilated. In 0--, was an insane man, so 
shockingly neglected and abused that his limbs were crippled, so that 
he could neither stand nor walk ; he was extended on a miserable dirty 
pallet, untended and little cared for. 
At E--, the insane were confined in cells crammed with coarse, 
dirty straw, in the basement, dark and damp. "They are," said the 
keeper, "taken out and washed, (buckets of ,;vater thrown over them,) 
and have clean straw, once every week." 
In H--, were many furiously crazy. Several of the women were 
said to be the mothers of infants, which were in an adjoining room 
pining with neglect, and unacknowledged by their frantic mothers. 
I pass over hundreds of desperate cases, and quote a fow examples 
from my notes in New Jersey; altogether omitting Canada East and 
West, as being without the limits of the United States; though corres-
ponding examples with those in New York were found in almost every 
direction. In 1841, there were found in New Jersy, upon a rath~r 
cursory survey, two hundred and ftjty-two ·insane men, one liundred and six-
ty-three insane women, and one hundred and ninety-six idiots, of both sexes. 
I traversed the State in 1844; the numbers in every county were in-
creased, and their miseries were also increased. Sixty patients had 
been placed in the hospitals in New York and Pennsylvania, but hun-
dreds still occupied the wretched cells and dungeons of almshouses, an<l 
of prisons. In the winter of 1845 several froze to death, and several 
perished through severe exposure and alarm at a fire which consumed a 
populous poorhouse. At S--, of eight insane patients, several were 
heavily chained, and two were furiously mad. 
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In one poorhouse was a man who had been chained by the leg for 
more than twenty years, and the only warmth introduced into his cell 
was derived from a small stove-pipe carried through one corner. 
On a level with the cellar, in a basement room, tolerably decent but 
bare of comforts, lay upon a narrow bed a feeble, aged man, whose few 
gray locks fell tangled over the pillow. As I entered he addressed one 
present, saying," I am cµl broken up-broken up!" "Do you feel much 
weaker, Judge ?" " The mind, the mind is going-almost gone," re-
sponded he, in tones of touching sadness. This feeble, depressed old 
man, in a lone room in the poorhouse-who was he? I answer ~s I 
was answered. In his young and vigorous years he filled var~ous 
offices of honor and trust in his county. His ability as a lawyer raised 
him from the bar to the bench. As a jurist he was distinguished for 
uprightness, clearness, and impartiality. He was also judge. of the 
orphans' court, and was for many years a member of the legislature. 
He was somewhat eccentric, but his habits were always correct. I 
could learn nothing remembered to his discredit, but much which com-
mends men to honor and respect. · He had passed the meridian of a 
useful and active life. The property, honestly acquired, on which he 
had relied for comfortable support in his declining years, was lost by 
some of those fluctuations in monetary affairs which so often procure 
unanticipated reverses. He became insane : soon, insanity took the 
form of furious mania: he was chained, "for safety;" and finally, for 
greater security, committed to the county jail-a most wretch~d place 
-dreary, clamp, and unfurnished. Time passed: a more qmet state 
superven~d. He was placed at board in a private family, till the rem-
nant of his once sufficient property was consumed, and then he was 
removed to the poorhouse. Without. vices and without crimes, he was 
at once the victim of misfortunes and the prey of disease. A few 
mont~s subsequent to my visit the almshouse was consumed by fire. 
The mmates, barely rescued, were hastily removed, an~ such. cares 
rendered as the emergency demanded. Fires were kmdled m the 
court-hou e, and a portion of the poor removed thither. Of this n~-
ber wa Judge S. His pallet was laid within the bar, below the bencn 
w~ere he had once rresided. The place perhaps revived painful ~em-
on~s : he was cons_c10us of his condition; spoke of his trials ; langmshed 
<: f w days_; and, m the good providence of Goel, was then re~eased 
from the pams and afflictions of this mortal life, and, it is believed. 
passed to that state of existence where all tears are wiped from all eyes. 
and wher troubles are unknown. 
In. I_>--, the cells in the cellar for the insane were in a most wretched 
c ndition. In M--, the insane, an<l many imbeciles, were mi~erably 
hous~d, £ d, ai:~ clothed. In the vicinity of the main building was one 
of nck, contammg th poor-cell , from eight to nine feet square. A tra 
b_ cl and blank~t on th~ floor constituted the furniture, if I except th 
?·ing-bolts and iron_ chains for securing the patients. In P--, I found th 
m an , a u. ual, 111 prov1cl for. One madman was chain d, clothe 
only with a straight ja ·k t, laced so as to imp de the motion of the a.rilli 
and hand : ·old, ,xpo d, an offen ive to the last de(Yr , hi asp c · 
wilcl and furiou , w a hocking as hi , language was coar e and bla5-
phemous. uch car wa e. t w d as the keepers of the poorhou.5 
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best could render ; but an hospital alone could afford fit treatment for 
one so dangerous and so unmanageable. 
At M--, were five idiots and insane, ill kept, and very turbulent most 
of the time. Said one poor maniac, whose fetters and manacles I had 
ordered to be removed, and whose aching, bruised limbs I was bathing, 
" Ah, now I am a human creature again : God is good-he sends you 
to free me: I will pray for you forever, and 'bright days shall shine for 
you." One woman, whose limbs bore marks of the cankering iron, 
worn for many years, said, "I could curse those who chain me, but the 
soft voice says, ' Pray for your enemies ;' but, alas ! my soul is dark, and 
the thoughts are black." 
In the western part of the State I found a young man chained near 
his father's house, his bleeding limbs cut by the iron rings which con-
fined the ankles ; he moaned, and howled, and cursed, and raved, so 
that horror filled the neighborhood. 
A middle-aged woman, who was often greatly excited, was for 
months at a time corifi,ned in a smoke-house. Her condition was filthy to 
the last degree ; she had neither change of raiment, nor water for bath-
ing, for months. " She'll be found frozen to death some of these nights, I 
reckon," said the "care taker." Ten miles distant I found another 
case similar, but if possible more miserable. 
In Pensylvania, in 1839, careful inquiry, followed by authentic re-
ports, placed the number of insane and idiots at over twenty-three hun-
dred : of these it was computed that more than twelve hundred were in 
the county poorhouses and prisons. I visited every county and consid-
erable town in the State in the summer and autumn of 1844, and am 
satis'fied that the number was much above the estimate of 1839. 
. In L-- I found above fifty insane, not counting idiots. The cells 
m the poorhouse, forty-four in number, measured four feet by sei·en, and 
twelve feet high; "chains and hobbles" were in constant use. 
In Y-- were above thirty insane : those in the basement of the poor-
house occupied cells of sufficient dimension, being fourteen by ten, and 
ten feet high ; hobbles and chains in use~ The physician estimated the 
number of insane in the county at more than one hundred, and added 
that cases of exceeding neglect and suffering often came to his knowl~dge. 
Sufficient provision in hospitals might save thousands of honest citizens 
from becoming a life-long burden to them.selves and others, through per-
ma.nent insanity. In this county above one hundred insane were found; 
there probably were other cases. In the poorhouse at G-- the insane 
were exposed and suffering; the basement cells measured eight by eight 
· feet, and eight feet high. Chains, hobbles, and the miscalled "tranquil-
lizing chain," were in use. There were more than forty insane in the 
county. 
In C--, above twenty insane and idiots in the poorhouse ; one was 
chained near the fireplace of a small room; a box filled with strav;r was 
near, in which she slept. Above 60 insane and idiots in this county. 
In B-- I found nearly 40 ; some chained, others confined in narrow 
cells. In S--, several insane in the jail; .one, heavily ironed, had been 
in close confinement there six years-another eleven months. In this 
county the insane and idiots were estimated to be 76 in 1840. I heard 
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of more than 100. One woman has for months wandered in the woods 
and fields in a state of raving madness. 
At G--, several cases in the jail; one chained; above forty in the 
county. 
In N--, in the jail, two madmen in chains ; no furniture or decent 
care. One was rolling in the dust, in the highest excitement : he had 
been in close confinement for fifteen years. On one occasion he became 
exasperated at the introduction of a drunken prisoner into his cell, who 
perhaps provoked him. No one knows; but the keeper, on entering, 
found the insane man furious, covered with the blood of the other, who 
was murdered and mutilated in the most shocking manner. Another in-
sane man had been in cfDnfinement seven years, and both are to this day 
in the same prison. In the poorhouse were above twenty insane and 
idiots ; four chained to the floor. In the r1c1jacent county ·were above fifty 
insane and epileptics; several cases of rr;iisery through brutal usage, by 
'' kicks and beating,~' in private families.· 
In W--we're seven very crazy, and above twenty simple, insane, and 
idiotic. One, whb was noisy, was in a small building in a field. The 
condition of all was degraded and exposed. In P--, the insane in the 
jail were subject to great miseries. Many in the county were hashly con-
fined; some wandering at liberty, often dangerous to the safety of all they 
met. The twelve counties next vi;::;ited ufforded corresponding examples. 
The nine next traversed had fewer insane, and fewer, in proportion to 
whole numbers, in chains. In H--, one case claimed special sym-
pathy. Adjacent to a farm-house was a small shanty, .:::lightly constructed 
of thin boards, in which lies an old foeble man, with blanched hair, 
not clad either for protection or decency ; '' fed,'' as ::;aid a poor neighbor 
very truly, "fed like the hogs, and treated worse." H e is exposed. to 
the scorchino- heats of summer, and pinchincr cold of the inclement wm-. i:l 
t~r; no .~nd mice c~eer::; him, no sympathizing friend seeks to mitiga~e 
his uft nngs. He 1s an outcast, i1 crazy man, almo.t at the door of his 
one~ cl! erfol, comf~r~able home. I pass by without detail ne~rly one 
hundred example· of m::;ane men and woman in.filthy cells, chained anil 
hobbled, tog<'ther ·with many idiot::; and epilepticR wandering abroa~. 
Some wer' ~onfine~ in low, damp, dark cellars ; ::;omc wasted their 
wretch cl ?x~stencc 111 dreary dungeons, deserted :rnd nealected. It 
w~ulcl r!e fnntl s · to nttempt describing the ,"ufferings of thes_e unhappy 
bemg" for a day CYen. Whnt•must be the accumulation of the pam~ 
and ,voe:-: of yea~·::;, consio-necl to prison.· and poorhouse.~, to cells and 
d~ngeon ·, endurmg CY ry variety of privation-helpless, dcse1ted. of 
kindr cl, tortured by foarfol delusions, nnd suffering indescribable pams 
and ahu:·w:-: . Th·:-:· nrc no talc. of fiction . I believe tlrnt there 1 no 
imaginable for~ of: verity, of cruelty, of neglect, of evcr:T .·ort _of ill-
mai:agc ~ nt for mmcl and body, to which I have not .·e n the man 
subj ·t m all our ·~mntry, xccptina the three . ections ;_ilready defined. 
,!i- a g<>n Jr, 1 rulP, wnora_nce procures the larg ·t measur of these hoc~-
mg r . ·ultt · b~t while· of lrit r ar. much is accompli. h d, and more ~ 
propo. ·ed, by far th larg :·t part of tho c who suffer remain unreliev d. 
and mu t d o, x · pt th g ncral government unites to a si t th 
several tat s in thi. worl . ' 
In Maryland, larg number ar at thi. hour in th low st tate o 
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misery to which the insane can be reduced. At four aiff~rent periods· 
I have looked into the condition of many cases, counting hundreds 
there. Chains, and want, and sorrows, abound for the insane poor in 
both the western and eastern districts, but especially in the western. 
In Delaware, the same history is only to be repeated, with this varia-
tion: as the numbers are fewer, so is the aggregate of misery less. 
In the District of Columbia, the old and the new jails, and the alms-
houses, had, till very recently, their black, horrible histories. I wit-
nessed abuses in some of these in 1838, in 1845, and since, from which 
every sense recoils. At present, most of these evils am mitigated in this 
immediate vicinity, but by no means relieved to the extent that justice 
and humanity demand. 
In Virginia, very many cases of extreme suffering now exist. The 
most observing and humane of the medical profession have repeatedly 
expressed the desire for additional hospital provision for the insane. Like 
?ases of great distress to those in Maryland and Pennsylvani~ were found 
m the years 1844 and 1845. In every county through vvhich I passed 
were the insane to be found-sometimes chained, sometimes wandering 
free. In the large, populous poorhouse near R-- were spectacles the 
most offensively loathsome. Utter neglect and squallid wretchedness 
surrounded the insane. The estimate of two thoitsand insane idiots and 
epileptic patients in this State is thought to be below the actual number. 
The returns in 1840 were manifestly incorrect. 
. In the report upon the Western State Hospital of Virginia, at Staunton, 
f~r the year 1847, Dr. Stribling feelingly remarks upon the very insuffi-
cient means at command for the relief of the insane poor.throughout the 
Stat~, "We predicted," he says, "that during the present year, those 
se~kmg the benefits of this institution would far exceed our ability to re-
ceive. This anticipation, we regret to say, has been painfully realized, 
and we are now called upon to report the fact that within the last nine 
mo:1ths one hundred and twenty-three applications have been received, 
whilst only thirty-nine could be admitted. What has become of the 
remaining ~ighty-four, it is impossible for us to report." I regret to 
say there is but one conclusion deducible from this statement ; the 
rejected patients are suffering privations and miseries in different 
degrees in the narrow rooms or cells of poorhouses, or in the equally 
wretched sheds, stalls, or pens, attached to private dwellings, while 
some have been temporarily detained, for security, in the jails. The 
laws of Virginia forbid a protracted detention of the insane in the county 
prisons, at this period. Formerly, l have traced the most cruel suffer-
ings in the confined apartments, uncleansed and unventilated, and in 
the still more neglected dungeons, into which the insane have been cast. 
The hospital physicians report patients often sent to their care painfully 
encumbered with cords and chains. 
North Carolina has more than twelve hundred insane and idiots. I do 
not know by personal observation what is their condition; but within a 
few months sad details have been communicated from respectable and 
reliable sources. 
South Carolina records the same deplorable abuses and necessities as 
New York. I have found there the insane in pens, and bound with cords 
and chains, and suffering no less than the same class in State's already 
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referred to at the north, except through exposure to the cold in winter, 
the climate in the southern States sparing that aggravated misery. One 
patient was removed to the hospital after being confined in a jail more 
than twenty years. Another had for years been chained to a log : an-
other had been confined in a hut ten feet square, and was destitute of 
clothing and of every comfort of life. A young girl was confined in a 
dismal cabin, filthy and totally neglected. Her hair was matted into a 
solid foul mass ; her person emaciated, and uncleansed; nothing human 
could be imagined more entirely miserable, and more cruelly abandoned 
to want. 
Georgia has, so far as I have been able to ascertain, fewer insane, in 
proportion to population, than either North or South Carolina, but there 
is not less injudicious or cruel management of the violent cases through-
out the State ; chains and ropes are employed to increase security from 
escapes, in addition to closed doors and the bolts and bars which shut 
the dreary c~lls and dungeons of jails and other receptacles. I have 
seen the deep scars of former wounds produced by chains and blows ; 
and those who have received patients, transported to the State hospital~, 
are as much at a loss for any decent language for describing the condi-
tion of these unfortunate beings as myself: Their condition is indeed 
i~des?ribable. Patients have not seldom been transported to the hos-
pital m open carts, chained and bound with heavy cords. 
Alabama reveals in her jails, and in many poor dwellings, correspond-
i?g scenes. In 1846 and 1848, I traced there poor creatures in situa-
tions truly revolting and horrible. To record cases is but to repeat sad 
histo:ies differing only in time and place, not in degrees of misery. So 
also m Louisiana and Mississippi, in the same years. There are not, at 
the lowest estimate, less than fourteen hundred in these three last named 
States. 
In Texas, it is said, insanity is increasina. I have seen several pa-
tients brought hence for hospital treatment, bound with cords and sorely 
bruised. 
In Arkansas the in ane and idiots are scattered in remote districts. I 
found it often exceedingly difficult to ascertain precisely their circum-
stan?es_; these were no better-and worse they could not be-than were 
the mdigent, and not seldom the affluent, in other States. 
In Tennessee_ the ii:san and idiotic population, as in Kentucky~ i~ 
numerous and rncreasmg. 1'he same methods of corifinement to cabzns 
pens, cells, dungeons, and the same abandonment to filth, to cold, and expo-
sure, as in other States. 
In Kentucky I found one epileptic girl subject to the most brutal tr at-
ment, and many in anc in perpetual confinement. Of the idiots alon., 
_upported by t~e ~ 'tate at a cost of $17,500 62, in indigent private farru-
lies, and of which cla · · th r w r , in 1845, four lmndred and fifty, many 
were_ ,xpo~ cl to . v r t tr atment and heavy blows from day to day 
and from y ar to y a~·· Ir!- a clr ary blockhouse was confined, for many 
year , a man who. e m:·amt ? took the form of mania. Often th mos 
f~jous paroxy~m. pr v nt d r : t for several days and nights in uc~ :!-
s10n. No ~lleviat10n r a ·h. d th1 un~appy being; without clothe , ,~th-
out fire, w1th?ut. car or kindn_ , h1 existence was protracted anucb 
every horror mc1d nt to uch circumstances. Chains in common use. 
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In Ohio the insane population, including idiot~, has been ~rea!ly u1;1-
derated, as I am fully satisfied by repeated but mterrupted mqumes m 
different sections of the State. The sufferings of a great number here 
are very distressing, cor;responding with thos~ referred to in New York 
and in Kentucky, Cells and dungeons, unventilated and uncleansed apart-· 
ments, severe restraints, and multiplied neglects,. aboun~. . . 
Michigan, it was stated, had sixty-three msane m 1840.. I thmk 1t a 
moderate estimate, judging from my investigations, reachmg no further 
north than Jackson and Detroit, that the number in 184 7 exceeded two 
hundred and fifty. I saw some truly afflicted and lamentable cases. 
Indiana·, traversed through its whole length and breadth in 1846, ex-:. 
bits the usual forms of misery wherever the insane are found ; and of 
this class there cannot be, including idiots and epileptics, less than nine 
hundred. I found one poor woman in a smoke-house, in which she had been 
corijined more than twenty years. In several poorhouses the insane, both 
men and women, were chained to the floors, sometimes all in the same 
apartment. Several were confined in mere pens, without clothing or 
shelter; some furious, others for a time comparatively tranquil. The 
hospital now about to be opened, when finished, ·\'.vill not receive to its 
care one patient in ten of existing cases. 
Illinois, visited also in its whole extent in 1846, has more than four 
hundred insane, at the most moderate estimate. Passing into a confii1ed 
room, in the poorhouse at G---, I saw a cage, constructed upon one 
side of the room, measuring six feet by three. " There," exclaimed the 
keeper, with emotion, "there is the best place I have to keep a madman~ 
a place not fit for a dog; a place where they grow worse and worse, 
and, in defiance of such care as I can give, become a nuisance to them-
selves and every one in the neighborhood. We want hospitals, Miss ; 
we want hospitals, and more means for the crazy everywhere." I found 
crazy men and women in all sorts of miserable conditions ; sometimes, 
as in Georgia, &c., &c., strapped upon beds with coarse, hard strips of 
leather; sometimes chained to log~, or to the floor of wretched hovels; 
often exposed to every vicissitude of the climate ; but I limit myself to 
one more example. It was an intensely hot day when I visited F.--
He was confined in a roofed pen, which enclosed an area of about eight 
feet by eight. The interstices between the unhewn logs admitted the. 
scorching rays of the sun then, as they would open way for the fierce 
winds and drenching rains and frosts of the later seasons. The place 
was wholly bare of furniture-no bench, no bed, no clothing. His food, 
which was of the coarsest kind, was pushed through spaces between 
the logs; "fed like the hogs, and no better," said a stander-by. His 
feet had been frozen by exposure to cold in the winter past. Upon the 
shapeless stumps, aided by his arms, he could raise himself against the 
logs of the pen. In warm weather this wretched place was cleansed 
once a week or fortnight; not so in the colder seasons. " We have 
men called,'' said his sister, '' and they go in and tie him with ropes, 
and throw him out on the ground, and throw water on him, and my 
husband cleans out the place." But the expedient to prevent his freez-
ing in winter was the most strangely horrible. In the centre of the 
pen was excavated a pit, six feet square and deep; the top was closed 
over securely ; and into this ghastly place, entered through a trap-door,-
I 
I 
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was cast the maniac, there to exist till the returning warm weather in-
duced his care-taker to withdraw him ; there, without heat, without 
light, without pure air, was left the pining, miserable maniac, whose , 
piteous groans and frantic cries might move to pity the hardest heart. 
In Missouri, visited in 1846 and 184 7, multiplied cases were found in 
pens, in stalls, 'in cages, in dungeons, and in cells ; men and women 
alike exhibited the most deplorable aspects. Some are now dead-
others still live only to experience renewed troubles of mind and tmtures 
,of the flesh. 
Let these examples suffice; others daily occur. Humanity requires 
that every insane person should receive the care appropriate to his con-
,dition, in which the integrity of the judgment is destroyed and the rea-
soning faculties confused or prostrated. 
Hardly second to this consideration is the civil and social obligation 
to consult and secure the public welfare ; first, in affording protection 
against the frequently manifested dangerous propensities of the insane; 
and second, by assuring seasonable and skillful remedial cares, procu-
ring their restoration to usefulness as citizens of the republic and as 
members of communities. 
Under ordinary circumstances, and where there is no organic lesion 
of the brain, no disease is more manageable or more easily cured than 
insanity; but to this. encl special appliances are necessary, which cannot 
be had in private families, nor in every town and city; hence the ne-
cessity for hospitals, and the multiplication, not enlargement, of such in-
titutions. The citizens of many States have readily submitted to in-
creased taxation, and individuals have contributed liberal gifts, in order 
to meet these imperative wants. Hospitals have been constructed, and 
well oraanized. The important charge of these has been in most in-
., tance~ con~ded to highly responsible and skilful physicians-m~n 
who. e rank m morals and in intellect, while commanding the public 
-confidence, has wrought immeasurable benefits for hundreds and thou-
. ancL of those in whom, for :t time, the light of reason had been hid-
den. 
~ut while the ~nnual reports emanating from these beneficent insti-
tution. r~~ord emment successes in the cure of recently developed ca e_ , 
the provnon for the treatment of this malady in the United States 1~ 
found wholly insufficient for existing necessities, as has been already 
demonstrated in prec ding paae, . 
T? confide the i~ anc to persons whose education and habits do not 
qualify th m for th1 charge, is to condemn them to a mental death. 
!h ~ cp !." · ?~ pri on.-, the master: of poorhouses, and most perNo_ns 
m pnvate fam1li s, are wholly unacquainted with bodily and mental dj~-
ea. _and ax tber for in cap ab le of the judicious application of uch 
remcd1~l m ~--ur s,. moral, m ntal, and medical, as m requi ite for the 
r storation ot p~y 1cal and m ntal h alth. R covery, even of recen 
a e , no! .·ubm1ttrd to h :pital charae, is known to be very rare- a 
fact readily cl mo~:~r bl. b xamples, and by fiaures if nece ar r. It 
may b mor . au. fa 'tor to . ho:v the benefits of hospital treatment: 
rath r than dilat u n tl1 rrt n vi.ls of prison and almshou ne-
glects or abu .. · . and clom . i mi management. 
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Under well-chrected hospital care, recovery is the rule-incurable per-· 
manent insanity the exception. 
Dr. Luther V. Bell, in one of his reports, shows that "all cases cer-
tainly recent, whose origin does not date back, directly or obscurely, more 
than one 1;ear, recover under a fair trial." And again, in his report of 
1843-'44, he remarks, that "in regard to the curability of insanity, in its 
different manifestations, there can be no general rule better established 
than that this is in direct ratio of the duration of the symptoms." 
Dr. Ray repeats and confirms these opinions. 
Dr. Chandler stated, in 1843, that his experience proved that the ear-
lier th '.: patient was placed under hospital treatment, the more ~ure and 
speedy was the recovery. 
Dr. Brigham repeatedly states, in his reports; that .more than eight 
out of ten recent cases recover while not more than one in six of the old 
cases are cured. 
Dr. Rockwell's reports corroborate these views. 
Dr. Butler states that delay of appropriate treatment rapidly dimin-
ishes the chances of recovery. 
Dr. Kirkbride declares that the general proposition that" truly recent 
cases of insanity are speedily curable, and chronic only occasionally, 
ought to be everywhere understood." 
Dr. Awl, writing on this su~ject, says: Public safety, eq1tity, and 
economy alike require that this should be so.'' 
Dr. Earle shows that "there are few acute diseases from which so large 
a per centage of the persons attacked are restored.'' 
Drs. Wood·warcl, Stribling, Parker, Allen, Buttolph, Steelman, and 
others, also support, in this country, the same opinions; while the long 
list of able and well-known distingushecl writers on insanity, and the 
physicians of the hospitals, on the other side of the Atlantic, place the 
question beyond clouht. 
The following tables, prepared from the records of one hospital, af-
ford a single illustration of the views above advanced, and show the 
duration of insanity before the admission of the 280 patients received 
in five consecutive years. 
TABLE 
Sh?wing the duration C?f insanity before admission into the hospital. 
I 
I 




Less than one year _____ 280 48 56 49 54 73 
From 1 to 5 .. _ . ______ 181 20 29 37 37 58 
-5 to 10 . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 86 27 14 17 13 15 
10 to 20. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 71 31 8 6 11 15 
20 to 30. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 23 12 4 1 2 4 
30 to 40. . . _______ 8 3 1 1 2 1 
Unknown _________ . ___ 36 12 6 7 6 5 
---- - · 
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TABLE 
Showing the comparative curability cf a given number of cases healed at 
different periods of insanity, as introditced to hospital care. 
Total cases. Total of Cured or Not cured 
each sex. curable. or incurable. 
L ess than one year's duration. _ 232 
Men __________________ -------- 123 110 13 
Women .... ___ . _ ...... - - - -- - - - 109 100 9 
From one to two years' duration 94 
Men . __ . ______________ - - - -- - - - 49 31 18 
Women __ .. _ . ____ . ____ -------- 45 32 13 
From two to five years. ___ . __ 109 
Men . ____ . _ . __ . ___ .. __ - .. - - .. - - - 65 18 47 
Women _ _ ... _ ......... .. -- - .. - - - 44 -18 26 
From five to ten years __ .. _ .. 76 
Men _ ... __ . _ .. ___ .. ___ 
.. - - -- - - - 40 5 35 
Women __ ... _ ..... _ ... -------- 36 4 32 
From ten to fifteen years. __ .. 56 
Men . _ ...... _ . ____ . ___ -------- 35' 2 33 
Women __ ... _ ......... -------- 21 1 20 
An author of profound research and high intellectual endowment '. in 
a work which was first published some years since in several foreign 
languages, and has since been reproduced in this country, states t~at 
" the general certainty of curing insanity in its early stage is a fact ,,·h1ch 
ought to be universally known, and then it would be properly appre-
ciated and acted upon by the pub]jc." 
Dr. Elli , director of the West Riding Lunatic Hospital, England, 
stated in 1827, that of 312 patients admitted within three months after 
their fir t attack, 216 recovered ; while, in contrast ,vith this, he adds 
· that of 318 patient admitted, who had been insane for upwards of one 
year to thirty, only 26 recovered. In L a Salpetrier , near PcJ,Ti , the 
proportion of cure.- of recent cases was, in 1806-'7, according to Dr. 
Veitch'. official statement, as nearly t'l))O to three cured, while only fiy e_ 
out of 152 old cases recovered. Dr. Burrows stated, in 1820, that ot 
rec nt ca · under hi:" care, 91 in 100 recovered; and in 1828, that the 
annual r ~port· of other h~. ·pital. , adde~ ~o his own _ larg~r experience. 
confirm d th .~ ob~ rYat10n ·. Dr. Willis made to Parbament corr , -
P ndin t t , t m nt. ·. At th navra ho. pital, nem· Milan, the ame 
r ult app ar d upon th annual records. 
But cur~ alon , manifi. tly, i. not the sol object of hospital car : 
secondary m d, but of va t importance, i the secure and comfort-
~ble provi_ ion for that. now l~ge cla s throughout the country th 
mcurable m an . Th ir nditrnn, we know, i. susc ptible of ame-
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lioration, and of elevation to a state of comparative comfort and use-
fulness. 
Insanity prevails, in proportion to numbers, most among the educated, 
and, accordina to mere conventional distinctions, in the highest classes 
of society. B~1t those who possess riches and a liberal competency a:e 
few, compared with the toiling millions; therefore the insane ~h~ a!e m 
necessitous circumstances greatly outnumber those whose mdiv1dual 
wealth protects them usually from the grossest exposures and most 
cruel sufferings. 
I have seen very many patients wlio had been confined for years in 
stalls, cages, and pens, and who were reduced to the most abject moral, 
physical, and mental prostration, remov~d to hospitals, divested of chains, 
fetters, and filthy garments ; bathed, clothed, nursed, and nourished with 
careful kindness ; whose improvement was, according to constitution 
and the nature of the disease, more or less rapid, and who in a few 
months became the most able laborers, under constant direction, upon 
· the hospital farms, in the gardens, shops, and barns ; a11Cl while these 
labors engaged the men, the women were no less busily engaged in the 
washing and ironing-rooms, in the seamstress and dress-making apart- . 
ments, and about various household daily recurring labors. These might 
never recover the right exercise of reason-might never be able to bear 
the excitements of society and the vicissitudes of life abroad ; but, sub-
ject to judicious direction, be as cheerful and comfortable as the ma.lady 
permits ; occasional recurrence ·of paroxysms sometimes disqualifying 
from the exercise of ordinary employments. A few examples may not 
be without interest. A young man who for ten years had been con-
fined in an out-building of a poorhouse in Rhode Island, who was 
chained and neglected, by the interposition of a visitor was released and 
removed to the Mc Lean Asylum, in Massachusetts. In a few weeks 
he recovered the use of his limbs, so as to adopt a little voluntary ex-
ercise. Gradually he improved so as to follow the gardener ; at first 
merely as an observer, but after a time as an efficient laborer, always 
cheerful and ready for employment ; but he was never restored to men-
tal health. In the same institution a young lady, insane for several 
years, and classing with the incurables, supports her own expenses by 
the use of her needle, making the most tasteful and beautiful articles, 
which find a ready sale. Many besides are employed variously; several 
draw very beautifully, observing the proportions and rules of .art with 
great exactness. 
In 1836, a raving maniac was conveyed to the State Hospital; he re-
fosed to be clothed, committed every sort of extravagance, and months 
passed before he was sufficiently composed to address himself to any 
useful employment. Gradually, however, he resorted to the carpenter's 
shop, amused himself with the tools, but finally applied to useful work, 
and, with few intervals, has since been able to accomplish a large 
amount of productive labor. 
_Another patient, who was confined nearly four years in a county 
:rnson, had several violent paroxysms : his mind is never entirely free 
from delusions: he speaks of his excitements-knows he is insane, and 
unsafe to be at large : is now ordinarily quiet, pleasant, and good-tem-
pered. He is an ingenious mechanic; makes correct observations on 
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common things, but exhibits strange fancies and delusions upon all 
spiritual concerns. He labors diligently and profitably most of the 
time. 
I do not recollect a more satisfactory illustration of the benefits of 
hospital care upon large numbers of incurable patients, brought _under 
improving influences at one and the same time, than is afforded m the 
first opening of the hospital for the insane poor at South Boston. 
Prior to 1839, the insane poor of Suffolk county were confined in a re-
ceptacle in rear of the almshouse; or rather all those of this class who 
were furiously mad, and considered dangerous to be abroad upon the 
farm grounds. This receptacle revealed scenes of horror and utter abo-
mination such as language is powerless to represent. These wretched 
creatures , both men and women, exhibited cases of long standing, re-
garded past recovery, their malady being confirmed by the grossest 
mismanagement. 
The citizens were at length roused to a sense of the enormity and 
extent of these abuses, matched only, it is believed, (except in indivi-
dual ca. es,) by the vile condition of the English private madhouse., ~ 
thrown open to the inspection of parliamentary commissioners, w1t?ID 
the la. t thirty years. The monstrous injustice and cruelty of herding 
these maniacs in a hall filled with cages, behind th_e bars nf which, 
all loathsome and offensive, they howled, and gibbered, and shrieked, 
and moaned, day and night, like infuriated wild beasts, moved the 
kindling sensibilities of those heretofore ignorant or indifferept. The 
most sanguine friends of the hospital plan expected no more for these 
wretched beings than to procure for them greater decency and co~-
fort ; recovery of the mental faculties, for such as these, was not anti-
cipated . 
. 1:h new buildings were completed, opened, and a sy_stem of ~s-
c1plme adopted by Dr. Butler, the results of which I witnessed with 
profound interest and surprise. The insane were i:emoved, disencum-
bered of their chains, freed from the remnants of fr ul garments, bathed, 
clothed, fed decently, and placed by kind nurses in comfortable apart--
ments. R medial means, medical and moral, were judiciously applied. 
Behold the result of a few months' care, in their recovered physical 
health, order, gen ral quiet, and well-directed employments. Now, 
and sine , visit the hospital when you may, at neither set time nor 
eason, you will find this class of incurable patients exercising in com-
panies or singly, reading the papers of the day, or books loaned from 
the libraTy ; some busy in the vegetable, some in the flower garden 
~hil om ~e found o~cupied in the washing and ir?ning-rooms, in the 
k1tch n and m the sewmg-rooms. Less than one-sixth of those who-
w r r ·m v d from th alm house recovered their reason ; but, with the 
xc pti n of thr~ or four individuals, they regained the decent ha~it-: 
of re p. tablr 1i£ , and a ·apacity to be w:eful, to labor, and to ~nJOY 
occupati n. 
o ho pital in th nit d I tate but affords abundant evidence of h 
capacity of th in. an t w rk under direction of suitable attendan 
and of recov ry ~ m utt r _h lples ness to a considerable degree of ac-
tivity and capacity :fi _r vanou mpl~yments. 
I have seen the pan nt att ndants, m many institutions, persever day 
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by day in endeavors to rouse, and interest, an4 instruct the demented 
in healthful occupations; and these efforts afi:er a time have found re--
ward in the gradual improvement of the objects of their care, and their 
acquisition of power to attend to stated healthful labors. 
While the interests of humanity, those first gTeat obligations, arc con-
sulted by the establishment of well regulated hospitals for the insane, 
political economy and the public safety are not less insured. The fol-
lowing tables exhibit the advantage of largely extended and seasonable 
hospital care for the insane. I am indebted chiefly to the reports of 
Drs. Woodward and Awl for these carefully prepared records. 
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TABLE 
Showing the comparative expense of supporting old and recent cases of 
insanity, from which we learn the economy of placing patients in institu-
tions in the early periods of disease ; from the report of the Massachusetts 
State Hospital, for 1843. By Dr. Woodward. 
~ 8.'..]~ "' j 0 ,,; ~ Cl') Q) cd l'""i~ cd~ cd Q) C'I "' Q) '*c 0 Q) * cd >-, +J Q)~;; ~,e ~ ... 0 cd cd 0 ol 
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2 69 28 $3,212 00 1,622 30 7 $16 10 
7 48 17 2,005 00 1,624 34 20 46 00 
8 60 21 2,504 00 1,625 51 32 73 60 
12 47 25 2,894 00 1,635 23 28 64 40 
18 71 34 3,794 00 1,642 42 40 92 00 
19 59 18 2,204 00 1,643 55 14 32 20 
21 39 16 1,993 00 1,645 63 36 82 80 
27 47 16 1,994 00 1,649 22 40 92 00 
44 56 26 2,982 00 1,650 36 28 64 40 
45 60 25 2,835 00 1,658 36 14 32 20 
102 53 25 2,833 00 1,660 21 16 36 80 
133 44 13 1,431 00 1,661 19 27 62 10 
176 55· 20 2,486 00 1,672 40 11 25 70 
209 39 16 1,964 00 1,676 23 23 52 90 
223 50 20 2,364 00 1,688 23 11 25 70 
260 47 16 2,112 00 1,690 23 27 62 10 
278 49 10 1,424 00 1,691 37 20 46 00 
319 53 10 1,247 00 1,699 30 28 64 40 
347 58 14 1,644 00 1,705 24 17 39 10 
367 40 12 1,444 00 1,706 55 10 23 00 
400 43 14 1,644 00 1,709 17 10 23 00 
425 48 13 2,112 00 1,715 19 40 92 00 
431 36 13 1,412 00 1,716 35 48 llO 40 
435 55 15 1,712 00 1,728 52 55 126 50 
488 37 17 1,912 00 1,737 30 33 75 90 
454 54,157 oo I 635 1,461 _ 30 
From Dr. Awl's r ports of the Ohio institution, we extract the follow-
ing tables: 
In the report _of 1840, the number of years that the twenty-five old 
cases had been msane, was 413 ; the whole expense of their support 
during that time, $48,590; ~he average $1,903 60. The time that th 
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twenty-five recent cases had been confined, was 556 weeks; the expense, 
$1,400 ; the average $56. 
In 1841, whole cost of twenty-five old cases. • • . • . . . . . • $49,248 00 
Average ......•...... __ .......... ·. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1,969 00 
Whole cost of twenty-five recent cases................ 1,330 50 
Average ......... __ .... _ .............. : ..... _. .... - 52 22 
In 1842, whole expense of twenty-five old cases........ 50,611 00 
Average .... _ . _ .. _ .. _ ........ ___ .. __ :. _ .. ~ :. ..•... ~ . 2,020 00 
Whole expense of twenty-five recent cases. . . . . . . . . . . • . 1,130 00 
Average ......... _____ .... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 45 20 
In this insttitution, in 1843, twenty old cases had cost. • . . 44,782 ·00 
Average cost of old cases ... _ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,293 10 
Whole expense of twenty recent cases till recovered. . . . . 1,308 30 
Average cost of recent cases .......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 41 
In the Massachusetts State Lunatic Asylum, in 1843, 
twenty-five old cases had cost ... _ ........... - .... - -
Average expense of old cases ... _ ...............• - . - -
Whole expense of twenty-five recent cases till recovered. 
Average expense of recent cases ..................... -
In the Ohio Lunatic Asylum, in 1844, twenty-five _old 
cases had cost .... _ ...... ·- ...................... . 
Average expense of old cases. _ ...... · .........• :. .... . 
Whole expense of twenty-five recent cases ............ . 
Average expense of recent cases ...............•...... · 
In the Main Lunatic Hospital, in 1842, twelve old cases 
had cost. . . . . . . . . . . . .......... ~ ....... - - - - - - - - . 
Average expense of old cases ...................... . 
Whole expense of twelve recent cases ..............•. 
Average expense of recent cases ......... _ . __ ....... . 
In the hospital at Staunton, Va., twenty old cases had cost 
Average expense of old cases ............•...•.•.... 
Whole expense of twenty recent cases~ • . . . . • . • ...... . 

















It will be said by a few, perhaps, that each State should establish and 
sustain its own institutions; that it is not obligatory upon the general 
government to legislate for the maintenance of State charities, by sup:-
plying the means of relief to individual sufferers; but may it not be de-
monstrated as the soundest policy for the federal government to assist 
in the accomplishment of great moral obligations, by diminishing and 
arresting· wide-spread miseries which mar the face of society, and 
weaken the strength of communities? 
Should your sense of moral responsibility seek support in precedents 
for guiding present action, I may be permitted to refer to the fact of 
liberal grants of common national property made, in the light of a wise 
discrimination, to various institutions of learning ; also to advance 'in 
the new States common school education, and to aid two seminaries of · 
instruction for the deaf and dumb, viz: that in Hartford, Connecticut, 
and the school at Danville, in Kentucky, &c. 
3 
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But it is not for one section of the United States that I solicit benefits, 
while all besides are deprived of direct advantages. I entertain no 
:sectional prejudices, advance no local claims, and pr~pose the advance-
.anent of no selfish aims, present or remote. 
I advocate - the . cause of the much suffering insane throughout the 
€ntire length and breadth of my country. I ask relief for the east and 
for the west, for the north and for the south ; and for all I claim equal 
and proportionate benefits. 
I ask.of the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, 
with respectful but earnest importunity, assistance to the several States 
of the Union in providing appropriate care and support for the curable and 
incurable indigent insane. 
I ask of the representatives of a whole nation benefits for all their 
constituents. Annual taxation for the support of the insane in hospital 
is felt to be onerous, both in the populous maritime States, and in the 
States and Territories west of the Alleghanies. Much has been done, 
but much more remains to be accomplished, as I have endeavored to 
demonstrate in the preceding pages, for the relief of the sufferings and 
oppressions of that large class of the distressed for whom I plead, and 
upon whose condition I am solicitous to fix your attention. 
I ask for the people that which is already the property of the people; 
but possessions so holden, that it is through your action alone they can 
be applied as is now urged. 
The whole public good must be sought and advanced through those 
channels which most certainly contribute to the moral elevation and true 
dignity of a great people. 
Americans boast much of superior intelligence and sagacity ; of power 
and influence; of their vast resources possessed and yet undeveloped· 
of their free institutions and civil liberty; of their liberally endowed 
schools of learning, and of their far-reaching commerce : they call them-
selves a mighty nation; they name themselves a great and wise people. 
If these claims to distinction above most nations of the earth are 
establis~ed upon undeniable premises, then will the rulers, the political 
econorrusts, and the moral philosophers of other and remote countries, look 
scrutinizingly into our civil and social condition for examples to illustrate 
the greatness of our name. They will seek not to measure the strength 
and extent of the fortifications which guard our coast; they will not 
number our vessels of war, or of commerce ; they will not note the 
strength of our armies ; they will not trace the course of the thou ands 
eager for self-aggrandizement, nor of the tens of thousands led on by 
arnbit~on and_ vain glory: they will search after illustrations in tho~e 
~od-~ attn~mt~s whi~h sanctify private life, and in that incorruptib!e 
mtegnty and Justice which perpetuates national existence. They ,vill 
note the moral grandeur and dignity which leads the statesman to la. 
broad and de p the foundations of national greatness, in working ou 
~he gr at t_ go~d for the wh~le people ; in effect, making paramount _th 
mt~r st_ of mu~d to ~atenal wealth, or mere physical prospenty · 
Pn:manly, then, m th highest order of means for confirming the pro,-
perity of a _people and the dur~tion of government must be the edu~a-
tion o[ t~e ignorant? and ~estonng the health and maintaining the ~1c -
mind m its natural mtegnty. 
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I will not presume to dictate to those in whose humane dispositions 
I have faith, and. whose wisdom I cannot question. 
I have approached you with self-diffidence, but with confidence in your 
impartial and just consideration of the subject submitted to your discus-
sion and righteous effective decision. 
· I confide to you the cause and the claims of the destitute and of the 
desolate, without fear or distrust. I ask for the thirty States of the 
Union 5,000,000 acres of land, of the many hundreds of millions of 
public lands, appropriated in such manner as shall assure the greatest 
benefits to all who are in circumstances of extreme necessity, and who, 
through the providence of God, are wards of the nation, claimants on the 
sympathy and care of the public, through the miseries and disqualifica-
tions brought upon them bv the sorest afflictions with which humanity 
can be visited. ., 
Respectfully submitted. 
D. L. DIX. 
WASHINGTON, June 23, 1848. 
